


LOUISIANA CHAMPIONSHIPS DAY DERBY STAKES 400 YDS

RACE #1 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#5 - Second Down Leaving has finished in-the-money (ITM) in 11 of 12 career starts. Unlike many of the other horses in 
the field, he consistently runs similar speed figures.

#1 – The Cazador benefits from the rail, as many Quarter Horse races can be lost at the break with all the bumping. 
The colt is making his second start after a layoff and should be sharper in round two.

#10 - Little Debbie D tends to gain ground the longer the race goes. This is her first crack at 400 yards and the extra 
distance should help.

#12-  A Nother Zoobilee benefits from the outside post, meaning he can avoid early traffic at the start. He’s been close 
in his two Fair Grounds starts.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS

#6 - Secrets Doubleshot has won three in a row. She is making her third start off the bench and could be even better; 
although, her last two were good enough and showed race-over-race improvement.

#7 - Fastdashing Lassie is running for the third time off the self. She’s finished ITM in her last two 400-yard races.
#8 – Jls Dash n Fire has been well bet in most of his eight career starts and finished ITM in his two FG races, finishing 
second by a neck and third by 1 ½ lengths.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS

Early Race Outlook: Quarter Horses are unpredictable out 
of the gate as they don’t have traditional, Thoroughbred 
running styles. It’s run as fast as you can from gate-to-wire. 
That being said, THE CAZADOR, JESS LOUISIANA BOO, and 
A NOTHER ZOOBILEE have the most consistent history of 
breaking sharply when the gates open.

Distance/Surface Bias: NO DATA.

Post Position Stats: NO DATA.

EARLY SPEED:
The Cazador, Jess Louisiana Boo, A 
Nother Zoobilee

STALKERS:
A Canadian Chill, Second Down Leaving, Jls 
Dash n Fire, Ho Lotta Game, Eye Heart Blue

CLOSERS:
Dales Cartel, Secrets Doubleshot, 
Fastdashing Lassi, Little Debbie D

THE PLAY

SECOND DOWN LEAVING has finished first (1x) or second (2x) in his three runs at Fair Grounds. THE CAZADOR 
scored the W in his previous second start after a layoff. LITTLE DEBBIE D has finished in-the-money in four of 
five this year. The lone miss was on a sloppy track. A NOTHER ZOOBILEE shaved more than 0.20 seconds off his 
final time in his last race, which can be an indication of a horse hitting peak form.

OUR PICKS

PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA:
1,5,10,12 Box

TRIFECTA:
1,5,10/1,5,10,12/1,5,6,

10,12

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

7/2
9/2

15-1
12-1
12-1
8-1

HORSE NAME

Second Down Leaving
 The Cazador

 Little Debbie D 
A Nother Zoobilee 

Secrets Doubleshot
Fastdashing Lassie

5
1

7

10

6
12



LA CHAMPIONSHIPS DAY QH JUVENILE STAKES 350 YDS

RACE #2 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#6 - Eysa Jess Jumpn is a neck away from winning five in a row. She bobbled at the start in her last, but still managed a 
place showing after breaking last from the gate.

#12 – Amending the Bar has won four of five career starts. She was bumped and then drifted in her only non-winning 
effort.

#8 - Guidry Pride II is making her second start after a layoff. She should be better today, her last was good enough.

#11-  Im for Real has run in high-level races, including a W in Grade 2 where she was bumped but still managed to hit 
the tape first. She looks like a great value at morning line 20-1.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS

#5 - Tdz Louisiana Toast is two necks, a DQ, and a bothered start away from being undefeated in eight career starts. 
She’s making her second start off the bench. So, she should be at/near her best.

#3 - Five Bar Perry has finished in-the-money in all her five career starts. However, she’s been beaten fairly easily by 
our top-choice twice.

#4 – Zoomin Patriot has some of the highest speed figures in the field but failed to challenge top-pick in two tries.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: EYSA JESS JUMPN has been on the 
lead from the start in three of her last four. GUIDRY PRIDE 
II should be step for step with EYSA. The pair should be 
pressured by TDZ LOUISIANA TOAST, CORONA PRIZE and 
MR RANGE ROVER.

Distance/Surface Bias: NO DATA.

Post Position Stats: NO DATA.

EARLY SPEED:
Tdz Louisiana Toast, Eysa Jess Jumpn, Corona 
Prize, Guidry Pride II, Mr Range Rover

STALKERS:
Jess Runawaytogether, Amending the Bar

CLOSERS:
Jess Run Corona, Five Bar Perry, Zoomin Patriot, 
Tan Jet, Im for Real

THE PLAY

A clean start for EYSA JESS JUMPN and she should get back to her winning ways, including one for one at Fair 
Grounds. AMENDING THE BAR benefits from starting from the outside post. She has two wins in two FG races. 
GUIDRY PRIDE II has two place finishes in two FG races. She’s always been one or two at the wire. Minus one 
excuse, IM FOR REAL has finished in-the-money in all of her fast surface races, including a G2 win.

OUR PICKS

PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA:
6,8,11,12 Box

TRIFECTA:
6,8,12/6,8,11,12/5,6,8,

11,1210,12

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

7/2
4-1
6-1

20-1
5-1
8-1

HORSE NAME

Eysa Jess Jumpn
Amending the Bar

Guidry Pride II
Im For Real

Tdz Louisiana Toast 
Five Bar Perry

6
12

3

8

5
11



LA CHAMPIONSHIPS DAY QH CLASSIC STAKES 440 YDS 

RACE #3 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#1 – San Lorenzo Corona is making his second start off the layoff, winning the first. He’s a head away from winning 
three in a row.

#12 – Lightemupwithcharm should be able to avoid traffic from the outside post. He’s won the most money – by far – 
in this group in 2018.

#9 – Zoomin for Grace has two wins in two Fair Grounds races. He’s finished in-the-money in his four 2018 races with 
two wins, a second and a third.

#3 – Heza Louisiana Dash has some of the most consistent speed figures in the field, finishing in the top thee, 7 of 
the last 10 races.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS

#4 – Its What It Is just ran his lifetime, high speed figure. He shaved more than ½ a second off his final time in his last 
race, sharp.

#7 – Non Stop Patriot constantly puts for a good effort. He’ll be charging late, but will need to get out of the gate 
faster to have a chance at the top-prize.

#8 – Game on Vince is making his third start after a layoff. He should be at his best, which has been good in 2018 with 
three wins in five races.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: None of those we labeled as Early 
Speed gets to the front all the time. SAN LORENZO 
CORONA and ZOOMIN FOR GRACE has been the most 
consistent of bunch in terms of getting out of the gate first.

Distance/Surface Bias: NO DATA.

Post Position Stats: NO DATA.

EARLY SPEED:
San Lorenzo Corona, Its What It Is, Coronaoro, 
Zoomin for Grace

STALKERS:
Won Cc, Jrs Coronas Shadow

CLOSERS:
Heza Louisiana Dash, Non Stop Patriot, Game on 
Vince, Heza Bell Perry, Buds World, 
Lightemupwithcharm

THE PLAY

SAN LORENZO CORONA has run three straight 100+ speed figures, the only horse in the race to do so.  
LIGHTEMUPWITHCHARM will be hard to beat if he can get to the lead early. ZOOMIN FOR GRACE is a nose 
away from two wins in two tries at Fair Grounds. HEZA LOUISIANA DASH is making his second start off the 
bench, typically he has more in round two.

OUR PICKS

PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA:
1,3,9,12 Box

TRIFECTA:
1,9,12/1,3,9,12/1,3,4,9,

12

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

3-1
4-1
9/2
5-1

12-1

HORSE NAME

San Lorenzo Corona
Lightemupwithcharm
Zoomin for Grace

Heza Louisiana Dash
Its What It Is

Non Stop Patriot

1
12

7

9

4
11

8-1



LOUISIANA CHAMPIONSHIPS DAY LASSIE STAKES 6 F 

RACE #5 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#1 - Midnight Fantasy was the betting favorite in her debut and won running away by 9 ½ lengths. He fast early step 
should allow her to benefit from the rail, which wins at 19% at the distance/surface.

#4 - Silvercents was claimed last race and trainer Karl Broberg wins at 22% in the first race following a claim. She’s 
making her second start following a layoff and should be in top form.

#5 – Goodprofit will be charging late, so pace should be everything. She won her last by 5 ¼ lengths at this level. Wide 
margin wins are usually a sign of horse being at peak level of performance.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#3 – Tiz the Faith won her debut and paid $36.20. As one of two that should be on the lead, she should be able to run 
a t a comfortable pace and hold on late.

#2 – Timeformetofly is making her third start off the bench, trainer Steven Flint wins third starts at 22%. She’s been all 
or nothing, winning two of five races with three out-of-the-money finishes.

#6 – Raising the Ante could show more in her second race off the sidelines. She was well bet in her last but showed 
little after being bumped hard.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS

Early Race Outlook: MIDNIGHT FANTASY should be able 
to secure the lead from the rail. Expect TIZ THE FAITH to 
hustle and try to keep up. SILVERCENTS should rate right 
off the pace and look to strike coming out of the turn.

Distance/Surface Bias: Horses labeled Early Speed have 
won 64% of the first 32 races at the distance/surface, with 
28% going wire-to-wire.

Post Position Stats: The rail wins at 19% and posts 8 and 
out have an edge too, but there are only six in the field.

EARLY SPEED:

Midnight Fantasy, Tiz the Faith

STALKERS:

Silvercents

CLOSERS:

Timeformetofly, Goodprofit, Raising the Ante

THE PLAY

MIDNIGHT FANTASY scored the highest, last speed rating and should be better in second career start. 
SILVERCENTS has finished in-the-money in six of seven lifetime starts. GOODPROFIT’s trainer Chris Richard 
wins at 18% following a W. TIZ THE FAITH looks as good as the rest and offers value at morning line 12-1.

OUR PICKS

PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA:
1,4,5/1,3,4,5 Box

TRIFECTA:
1,4/1,4,5/1,3,4,5

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

7/5
7/2
2-1

12-1
5-1
8-1

HORSE NAME

Midnight Fantasy 
Silvercents
Goodprofit
Tiz the Faith

Timeformetofly
Raising the Ante

1
4

3

5

5
3



LA CHAMPIONSHIPS DAY JUVENILE STAKES 6 F 

RACE #7 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#5 – Classy John is making his second start after a layoff. His last was the highest, last race speed rating for this 
group. Trainer Dallas Stewart wins second starts at 21%.

#3 – Hampton Roads is making his third career start and showed race-over-race improvement in his first two. He 
has a strong, late kick; so, if he can be a little closer to the front out of the gate, watch out.

#7 – Pickett won his first two races without much competition. He faded in his last after dueling in the opening half-
mile. As just one of three front runners, he should be able to run a more comfortable pace today.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#6 – Jimi's a Star has finished in-the-money three races in a row. Trainer Henry Johnson wins at 29% when going from 
a route to a sprint. The last was the route, today is the sprint.

#8 – Cabo's Rumor is making his third start off the bench and improved race-over-race in his first two. He’s one for 
one at the distance.

#9 – D'tuff Cat Rey won his last race at Fair Grounds in front running style. He is making his second start after a four-
month hiatus. He’ll need to do more to get the W today.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS

Early Race Outlook: CLASSY JOHN and D’TUFF CAT REY 
share similar opening quarter-mile fractions. PICKETT has 
flashed drag racing speed at shorter distances and could 
be first out of the gates but faded hard when dueling at 7 
Furlongs in his last race. He’ll probably be more careful 
early on today.

Distance/Surface Bias: Horses labeled Early Speed have 
won 64% of the first 32 races at the distance/surface, with 
28% going wire-to-wire.

Post Position Stats: The rail wins at 19% and posts 8 and 
out have an edge too.

EARLY SPEED:

Classy John, Pickett, D'tuff Cat Rey

STALKERS:

Calimambo

CLOSERS:
Roses n' Rubies, Hampton Roads, Brother 
Richie, Jimi's a Star, Cabo's Rumor

THE PLAY

CLASSY JOHN should benefit from moving back to 6 Furlongs, where he won his debut by 6 lengths. 
HAMPTON ROADS’ trainer Victor Arceneaux wins non-graded stakes at 35%. PICKETT is another that 
should benefit from shortening up. He faded in the stretch at 7 Furlongs last out. JIMI’S A STAR finished 
second at this level in his last race. His last race speed figure puts him near the top in this field.

OUR PICKS

PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA: 
3,5,7/3,5,6,7 

TRIFECTA: 
3,5/3,5,6,7/3,5,6,

7,8

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

9/5
5-1
9/2
6-1

12-1
12-1

HORSE NAME

Classy John 
Hampton Roads 

Pickett
Jimi's a Star 

Cabo's Rumor 
D'tuff Cat Rey

5
3

9

7

8
6



LOUISIANA CHAMPIONSHIPS DAY TURF STAKES 1 1/16 MI. 

RACE #8 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#7 – In the Navy is making his second start after a layoff. His last race speed figure is the highest for this crew. 
He’ll be tough to beat if he is any better in round two.

#2 – Battle At Sea should benefit from being inside speed. Although, two turn races are supposed to be more 
taxing on front runners. If he can be on/near the lead with a modest pace, he can be in the mix all the way 
around the track.

#6 – Ninety One Assault is a deep closer that is a horse for the Fair Grounds course. He’s finished in-the-money in all 
his five Fair Grounds races with two wins, a second, and three thirds.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#4 – Theoryintopractice has won four of his last six races and is a head away from it being five of six. He is making 
his second start after a layoff but has a history of running nearly the same race in round two as round one.

#1– Pont Du Gard will try to make the most out of the rail that is winning at 29%. He’s shown his best on grass and is 
one for one at Fair Grounds, but he’ll need to improve, a lot, from his last two outings.

#5 – Papa's Boy is making his second start off the bench. He’s been really close at this level in his last four races but 
seems to suffer from fourthitis.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS

Early Race Outlook: MORNING MISCHIEF is the most 
likely to have the lead out of the gate and he has the 
most 1s in his early past performances. BATTLE AT SEA 
should be right on his heels. IN THE NAVY isn’t a classic 
front runner, rather he races in the shadows of the 
leaders. As a result, he’s likely to pressure the leaders, but 
not on the lead.

Distance/Surface Bias: In a limited data set, seven races, 
early speed wins at 57% with 29% going gate-to-wire.

Post Position Stats: The rail wins at 29% in the first 
seven races and posts one, two and three win at a 
combined 52%. That’s a huge edge, at least so far.

EARLY SPEED:
Battle At Sea, In the Navy, Morning 
Mischief

STALKERS:
Theoryintopractice, Papa's Boy

CLOSERS:
Pont Du Gard, Magic Vow, Ninety 
One Assault

THE PLAY

IN THE NAVY has never finished out-of-the money at FG or at the distance. BATTLE AT SEA will try to 
take advantage of being inside speed at a distance/surface that heavily favors inside posts and 
modestly favors speed. NINETY ONE ASSAULT failed as chalk in his last race. Trainer Thomas Morley 
wins at 24% in the next race with beaten favs. THEORYINTOPRACTICE has won three of five on turf, 
including his last race, which was at Fair Grounds. He should be better today in his second start off the 
bench.  

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA: 
2,6,7/2,4,6,7 

TRIFECTA: 
2,6,7/2,4,6,7/1,2,

4,6,7

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

3-1
5-1 
7/2
9/2
9/2

15-1

HORSE NAME

In The Navy 
Battle At Sea 

Ninety One Assault
Theoryintopractice 

Pont Du Gard 
Papa's Boy 

7
2

5

6

1
4



LOUISIANA CHAMPIONSHIPS DAY CLASSIC STAKES 1 1/8 

RACE #9 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#1 – Autumn Warrior has won his three races on fast dirt. He returns to dirt today after bombing on grass. Trainer 
Albert Stall, Jr wins at 21% going turf-to-dirt. Perhaps the last was a prep race for today.

#3 – Underpressure is coming in from Delta Downs and trainer Chris Richard scores Ws at 18 with shippers. He’ll be 
coming from off the lead, so early pace will be everything. His fortunes go up if MORNING MISCHIEF stays in the 
race.

#2 – Morning Mischief is entered in the eighth and ninth races. He will scratch out of one. He’s making his third start 
after a layoff and should be pried for a top effort today. He should be the fastest out the box if he stays, and that’s 
been a huge advantage early on at the distance/surface.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#5– Mageez is making his third start off the shelf and trainer Delmar Caldwell wins third starts at 18%. He has 
finished in-the-money seven of 10 at Fair Grounds (one win, six seconds).

#6– Grande Basin is also making the classic third start after a layoff. Trainer Edward Johnston wins third starts at 
21%. He’s won six of 18 at FG with five seconds and three thirds.

#4 – Ready Prospector would be the biggest beneficiary if MORNING MISCHIEF runs in the 8th as he could be lone 
speed. Consider flipping him into MISCHIEF’s spot if the two scratches.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS

Early Race Outlook: MORNING MISCHIEF is entered in 
back-to-back races. Obviously, he’ll scratch out of one of the 
races. Although he’s likely to have the early lead in both, this 
race is probably the better fit for him. If MISCHIEF scratches 
from this race, READY PROSPECTOR could have the lead all 
to himself. Forget AUTUMN WARRIOR’s last as it was in turf. 
He’s been put of the gates just off the lad in his dirt races.

Distance/Surface Bias: There has been a huge edge for 
speed horses in the first 24 races of the current meet. So far, 
79% of winners are early speed types with nearly half (46%) 
winning wire-to-wire.

Post Position Stats: The rail wins at 21%. Otherwise, other 
posts play evenly.

EARLY SPEED:
Autumn Warrior, Morning 
Mischief, Ready Prospector

STALKERS:

CLOSERS:
Underpressure, Mageez, Grande 
Basin, Zenucci

THE PLAY

AUTUMN WARRIOR has never lost on fast dirt. He’s making his second start after trying grass for the 
first time. Trainer wins at 23% in second starts. UNDERPRESSURE has the strongest late kick and 
could be closer to the font than usual in a race that could have a moderate pace. MORNING 
MISCHIEF will likely be the one to catch if he remains in the race. MAGEEZ ran his last on turf and his 
trainer wins at 23% when going turf-to-dirt.

OUR PICKS

PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA: 
1,2,3,5 Box 

TRIFECTA: 
1,2,3/1,2,3,5/1,2,

3,5,6

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

8-1
5/2 
8-1 
7/2 
3-1
8-1

HORSE NAME

Autumn Warrior 
Underpressure 

Morning Mischief 
Mageez

 Grande Basin 
Ready Prospector

1
3

4

2

6
5



LA CHAMPIONSHIPS DAY LADIES STAKES 1 1/16 Turf 

RACE #10 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#9 – Pacific Pink has the highest speed figure for the distance/surface, meaning she has the highest ceiling in the 
field. She put a strong workout on the board heading into today’s race and should bring her best.

#7 – Bermuda Star’s trainer Arceneaux Victor win non-graded stakes at 35%. He’s making his second start off the 
sidelines and history says she’ll be better in round two.

#4 – Remember Daisy will probably ride shotgun all the way around the track. If she has the lead heading into the 
stretch, she could win running away.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#5 – Viva Vegas is dropping in class from a series of G3s and is likely to have the lead to herself. However, she does 
tend to fade late, even when running unpressured.

#6 – Hyper Piper is making her third start after a long rest. She improved race-over-race in her first two but will 
need to take another step up to compete for an in-the-money (ITM) finish.

#1 – Savvy Shipman has finished ITM in four of five turf starts. She lost her last as the favorite on September 2nd, 
trainer Michael Maker wins at 24% with failing favs.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: VIVA VEGAS should have the pace 
her way. Although, it’s likely that she sets modest early 
fractions, keeping a field of mostly late chargers closer to 
the front that usual. VIVA might be best served build a 
big lead and cruising late.

Distance/Surface Bias: In a limited data set, seven races, 
early speed wins at 57% with 29% going gate-to-wire.

Post Position Stats: The rail wins at 29% in the first 
seven races and posts one, two and three win at a 
combined 52%. That’s a huge edge, at least so far.

EARLY SPEED:
Viva Vegas

STALKERS:

Remember Daisy, Hyper Piper

CLOSERS:
Savvy Shipman, Royal Alexandra, Safari Calamari, 
Bermuda Star, Eskenformore, Pacific Pink

THE PLAY

PACIFIC PINK is as good as any in this field and offers best value at morning line odds of 6-1. 
BERMUDA STAR failed as the public choice in her last race; trainer wins next race at 26%. 
REMEMBER DAISY's trainer, Gary Scherer has won three of his last six races with two seconds – hot! 
VIVA VEGAS has a chance to control the race from the front as lone speed but will need to show she 
can hang on late.

OUR PICKS

PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA: 
4,5,7,9 

TRIFECTA: 
4,7,9/4,5,7,9/4,5,

6,7,9

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

6-1
7/2
3-1
5/2

15-1
12-1

HORSE NAME

Pacific Pink
Bermuda Star 

Remember Daisy 
Viva Vegas 

Hyper Piper
Savvy Shipman

9
7

1

4

6
5



LA CHAMPIONSHIPS DAY SPRINT STAKES 6 Furlongs
RACE #11- ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS

#3 – Monte Man has won seven in a row and eight of his last 10 races. He’s making his second start off a layoff. His 
first was the best, last race speed figure for this bunch. If win again if he runs the same race but might me even 
better today.

#1 – Divine Bean is also making his second start off the shelf. He tied his lifetime, high water mark speed rating in 
his last race. That’s a solid angle and history says his numbers with be higher in outing number two.

#2 – Givemeaminit’s trainer/jockey combo of Dallas Stewart and Corey Lanerie have won 33% of races together in 
the last two months.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#10 – Cheers to Berti is making his second start for trainer Eduardo Ramirez after being claimed. Ramirez wins 
second post-claim starts at 33%. That’s too high to ignore, especially at 20-1 morning line odds.

#8 – Wonder Run has won his last two races and has never finished out-of-the-money at Fair Grounds with one 
win, two seconds, and a third in four tries.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: DIVINE BEAN and ADIOS YANKEE 
will probably hop out of the gates and match race each 
other out of the box. It’s their best chance to pull off the 
upset. Meanwhile, morning line favorite, MONTE MAN 
runs on their heels and makes his move out of the turn 
and into the stretch.

Distance/Surface Bias: Horses labeled Early Speed have 
won 64% of the first 32 races at the distance/surface, 
with 28% going wire-to-wire.

Post Position Stats: The rail wins at 19% and posts 8 and 
out have an edge too.

EARLY SPEED:
Divine Bean, Monte Man, Adios Yankee

STALKERS:

Givemeaminit, Jockamo's Song, Wonder Run

CLOSERS:
Greeley Went West, Jack Snipe's, My Friend 
Flavin, Cheers to Berti

THE PLAY

MONTE MAN is a horse for the course, winning three Fair Grounds races in three outings. DIVINE 
BEAN is set up to run the best race of his life after tying his best speed rating coming off the 
sidelines. GIVEMEAMINIT is making his second start after a short rest. Trainer Dallas Stewart wins 
second starts at 21%. CHEERS TO BERTI is making his third start after a layoff, and the second run 
after a claim angle (33%) for trainer Ramirez is too high to overlook.  

OUR PICKS

PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA: 
1,3/1,2,3,10
TRIFECTA: 

1,3/1,2,3/1,2,3,8,
10

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

7/5
5-1
4-1

20-1
8-1

20-1

HORSE NAME

Monte Man 
Divine Bean 

Givemeaminit 
Cheers to Berti 

Wonder Run 
Adios Yankee

3
1

7

2

8
10



LA CHAMPIONSHIPS DAY LADIES SPRINT STAKES 6 F 
RACE #12- ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS

#3 – Ours to Run has won two of three at Fair Grounds and trainer Larry Jones wins non-graded stakes races at 
33%. That’s a strong edge.

#2 – Minit to Stardom hasn’t races since August 4th, a Grade 1 at Saratoga where she struggled. Prior to that, she 
won her first three races handily, by at least 5 ¼ lengths. The only question is does she need a race, or does she 
come off the bench ready to run?

#1 – Shakopee Town benefits from the drawing the rail. The inside post wins at 19% and she’s making her third 
start after a long rest, no excuses today.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#5 – Light Her Up has been all or nothing at Fair Grounds, winning four of eight races with no other in-the-money 
finished. A 50% win rate at the track with 20-1 morning line odds, why not?

#6 – Yes Gorgeous is most likely going to have the early lead. If so, 29% of winners at the distance/surface win 
wire-to-wire. Again, a 29% angle at 20-1 morning line odds, why not?

#8 – Wheatfield has never finished out-of-the-money at FG and trainer Victor Arceneaux wins non-graded stakes 
at 34%.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: YES GORGEOUS is the most 
consistent front runner in the field. She’s likely to have 
the early lead and that’s a good place to be at the 
distance/surface. MINIT TO STARDOM usually pressures 
the leader(s) but doesn’t usually take the lead until the ½ 
mile marker. The rest of this bunch are likely to bunch up 
within a few lengths of the leaders.

Distance/Surface Bias: Horses labeled Early Speed have 
won 64% of the first 32 races at the distance/surface, 
with 28% going wire-to-wire.

Post Position Stats: The rail wins at 19% and posts 8 and 
out have an edge too.

EARLY SPEED:
Minit to Stardom, Yes Gorgeous

STALKERS:

Ours to Run, Diamond Cutter, Wheatfield

CLOSERS:
Shakopee Town, P Boo, Light Her Up

THE PLAY

This has the look of a two-horse race if they run their best. We give the advantage to OURS TO 
RUN simply because she has a recent race under her belt. If MINIT TO STARDOM comes off the 
bench in top form, she’s probably an EZ winner. SHAKOPEE has never finished out-of-the-money 
in five career starts, including four for four at the distance. On paper, she looks outclassed by top 
two. At one point, LIGHT HER UP won four straight at FG. If she can return to that form in her 
second start off the bench, upset city.

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA: 
2,3/1,2,3,5,6
TRIFECTA: 

1,2,3/1,2,3/1,2,3,
5,6

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

2-1
9/5
5-1

20-1
20-1
6-1

HORSE NAME

Ours To Run 
Minit To Stardom 
Shakopee Town 

Light Her Up 
Yes Gorgeous 

Wheatfield

3
2

8

1

6
10
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